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Parent Project – Bridge Warming

Bridge Warming

Under the South Side of the Cambie Bridge 
Steps from Olympic Village Station 

FEATURING IMMERSIVE PROJECTIONS BY HFOUR
AND STUDENT PUBLIC SPACE ACTIVATIONS 

BRINGING LIFE TO AN UNDERUSED SPACE

24th November, 2017
3:00pm–8:00pm

Poster for our event, Bridge Warming
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This is the challenge accepted by the most recent cohort of students in SFU’s Se-
mester in Dialogue at  CityStudio, as they explore the untapped potential and pos-
sibilities in Vancouver’s covered spaces.  CityStudio Vancouver is an innovation hub 
bringing together students from SFU, UBC, BCIT, Langara, Emily Carr and NEC, as 
well as City of Vancouver staff, and community stakeholders. Together, they work to 
develop projects for a more joyful, liveable and sustainable city. 

On November 24th, discover for the first time the huge potential of building a series 
of engaging and joyful public spaces protected from the elements under the bridges 
of Vancouver. In collaboration with Viva Vancouver and experimental design studio 
HFour, CityStudio is proud to launch Bridge Warming, a free outdoor event.

Underneath the Cambie Bridge between 1st and 2nd Ave.

Parent Project – Bridge Warming

1st Ave

2nd Ave
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Meet the Team

Jacob Saltzberg | Music Coordinator 
Jacob is a rapper in Vancouver who performs around the city. 
Some of his favourite experiences include playing music with 
others. These experiences inspired him to bring music and 
performance into the public realm with Patio Jams. 

j.saltzberg101@gmail.com 

Sam Gorick | Communications Head 
Music is a major part of Sam’s life as he plays both guitar and 
piano. His passion for stand-up comedy brings in his experi-
ences on stage to the project.

sam95@shaw.ca

Natalie Lingren | Lead Designer 
Natalie’s fondest memories with music include the feeling of a 
group creating something together. In the project space, Na-
talie achieves this vision and the experiences that she thinks 
are so important. 

natalielingren@gmail.com

Hans Sy | Project Coordinator 
With training and experience in over ten instruments, Hans 
brings forth his technical knowledge in music as well as his 
passion for engaging the public to try new experiences. 

hanssy130@gmail.com
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Our Vision

Our vision was to create a warm, inviting space where strangers could connect 
through playing and enjoying music.

We wanted to offer  people a safe space to perform and play because we be-
lieve such spaces are lacking in Vancouver. 

We wanted to create a feeling of inclusion, inspiration, and joy through music 
at Patio Jams.
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Inspiration

We were inspired by existing patio-like spaces and musical interventions such as 
the busking zones in Vancouver, Benches Collective, Street Beats, and Sofar. 

Each of these projects showcased different ways of public engagement through 
music and various audience seating.

Sofar Backyard Music

Sofar Backyard Music Benches Collective

Street BeatsBusking Zones in Vancouver
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Project Idea

Patio Jams is a safe, open platform for community music jams and interactive per-
formances. The space is warm and inviting, with comfy patio furniture, cozy lighting, 
and a variety of instruments for different skill levels. Our project used the 3 Piece 
Band, an art piece by Elisa Yon and Elia Kirby as the base for our patio to provide an 
eye-catching element for participation and a sturdy platform. Musicians and poets  
were scheduled throughout the event to encourage interpersonal conenctions be-
tween performers and audience. Together, they created energy within the space.

+ + + +

+

=
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Why Patio Jams?

In our research, we found the Healthy City Strategy, which is an ambitious list of tar-
gets the City of Vancouver wants to reach by 2025. From the 13 long-term goals, we 
connected our project to goals 7 and 10, which are “Cultivating Connections” and “Ex-
pressing Ourselves”, respectively. We wanted to contribute to these goals by building 
a platform for people to connect with each other and indulge in their own unique 
musical creativity. 

We identified that Vancouver has many barriers to perform music outdoors. Current-
ly, the City of Vancouver requires event permits, block party permits, busking permits, 
and sound permits for musical activation. Without a permit, they ability to simply play 
music on City Property is limited to free busking zones such as on Robson Street and 
Transit stations. It can be difficult for community members to get together and enjoy 
music outdoors. Despite the accessibility to free busking zones, these public areas 
are limited to only promoting arts and culture and not cultivating connections be-
tween audience members.

We wanted to deliver an example of what a free musical space could look like, and 
for the project to be recreatable so that people can learn from it and take it into their 
own communities. 
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CityStudio Way - 5 S’s

Staff: 

Support: 

SFU Semester at cityStudio Faculty and Administration (Janet Moore, Adrian Sin-
clair, Lisa Novak, Ileana Costrut, Miriam Esquitin and Rochelle Heinrichs, Duane 
Elverum)
Through the faculty and administration at CityStudio, we regularly received consul-
tation on how our project was progressing and explored the purpose of our project. 
We were offered advice on different aspects leading to the event such as logistics, 
legal issues, engagement strategy, and impact on the community. 

Maker Labs
At Maker Labs, we received help in finalizing our layout design and organizing the 
placement of stage, furniture, turf, and equipment.

3 Piece Band (Elia Kirby and Elisa Yon)
The founders of the 3 Piece Band helped us understand the implications of the 
stage’s use and its usage technicalities.

Shainaz Daud 
Shainaz is a community member that generously lended her patio furniture and 
lights for our project. These supplies helped us to create a comfortable environment.

Transformation Projects (Adrian Sinclair)
With his turf, Adrian has helped us in establishing a play space that kids could play 
on. The turf replaced the rocky foundation and outlined the borders of our project.

Paul Krueger, Lead Planner in Planning, Urban Design, and 
Sustainability
Paul is a lead public space planner for the City of Vancouver. He 
helped organize the moving of the 3 Piece Band from Robson Street 
to Cambie Bridge. As well, he has guided us with his advice regarding 
a variety of aspects of our project, such as electricity and performance 
scheduling. Paul was our main contact for our project as well as pro-
vided contacts and resources throughout the project process.

Kate McIntyre, Project Engineer in Engineering Services
Kate is a public space engineer for the City of Vancouver. She has 
supported us through figuring out the location of placement of the 3 
Piece Band involving safety, visibility, and ease of use.
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Site: 

The South Side of Cambie Bridge, between 1st and 2nd Avenue, was assigned to us 
by Paul Krueger as a challenge to activate this space. Our site was a frequent pas-
sageway for people to travel between neighbouring homes, such as Olympic Village, 
to the Canada Line and City Hall. 

Stewardship: 

City of Vancouver
With regards to the 3 Piece Band, ownership has belonged and will remain with the 
City of Vancouver. There are plans to relocate the art piece to activate other spaces. 

Community
We wanted to inspire and pass on our project to those seeking more musical spaces 
in the city. The project can be shared to anybody to bring to their local community.
 

Scalability: 

Patio Jams is an engaging and temporary installation, which is beneficial because it 
can be transferable to similar locations that can provide an open undercover space. 
As a concept, the size is flexible to become bigger or smaller depending on its loca-
tion. 

In addition to contributing to the Healthy City Strategy, this project aims to inspire 
people to desire more free and public musical spaces. We want to influence the 
creation of a new simple, accessible, and music oriented permit. In the appendix, 
we have created an example image of what a permit for a Public Music Space could 
look like on a mobile screen. The goal of the example permit features feasibility for 
anyone to create their own public music space.
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Timeline
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Project Barriers

Throughout the project, we faced a lot of different barriers at the South Side of 
Cambie Bridge. The space was cold and dark due to the time of year. We overcame 
this through rented portable heat lamps and borrowed washlights. The space was 
uneven and rocky which was overcame by placing turf and the 3 Piece Band on top 
of the ground. Lastly, the space was loud and noisy due to the traffic on the bridge. 
Fortunately, the music created was loud enough for our audience. 

The challenge of creating the space was difficult as there were many combinations 
of arrangements we could have used. Selecting one of the potential iterations was 
difficult as we were accounting for the distance between people, audience and per-
former, sound perception, and movement through the space.

We found that time was a barrier to our project. We underestimated the attendance 
and found that the 3 Piece Band limited us due to its size. If given more time, we 
could acquire more furniture, instruments, stage space, lights, and seating for audi-
ence members. 

With regards to performances, we outreached to as many student performers as we 
could. Unfortunately, many students were busy due to the timing coinciding with ex-
ams near the end of the semester. One thing we would have liked to see were more 
genres or styles of music performed, however during the open jam portion of the 
evening, we saw the public playing their own music in the space.
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Budget

Our project Patio Jams was a large scale example of what a free community “jam” 
space could look like. The budget below reflects elements that were neccessary for 
our site and context such as heaters, amplification, the 3 Piece Band, turf, honourar-
iums, and lighting. The project is recreatable for free depending on what you, your 
neighbours, and friends can supply.

*COV = City of Vancouver
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Turnout/Takeaways

From 4pm-6pm
• On average, 10 people in space
• Lots of children & parents

From 6pm-8pm
• On average, 20 - 30 people in space
• Range in ages

We Learned That
• Kids in the neighbourhood need places to play
• People enjoy and love music
• People from the neighbouring communities were excited
 No neighbour complaints
• Performers enjoyed being able to play outdoors
• People were shy, but just needed a little push to enjoy music
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Toolkit

Obtain a “Patio”.
Elia Kirby at Arts Factory Society (778) 819-6805 
created the 3 Piece Band. 
Possible alternative patio-like flooring can be 
sourced from patio tiles from local furniture 
stores and wooden planks that are obtainable 
from hardware stores.

Obtain patio furniture/ lights.
We outsourced furniture from friends and family.
For flooring, we outsourced patio tiles and turf.
As it is Winter season, it is easier to find patio 
furniture.

Possible alternative furniture solutions can be 
sourced from local furniture stores. Party rental 
companies also rent furniture.We used Christ-
mas lights sourced from friends and family.
HFour Design Studio supplied us with some 
washlights.

Lights can be rented from party rental compa-
nies.

Obtain instruments.
We rented from local stores such as Long & 
McQuade. We recommend percussion instru-
ments as they can be made by yourself, exam-
ples include shakers.

Invitations for people to bring their own instru-
ments are highly encouraged.

Invite People!
Most importantly, Patio Jams needs people. Invite 
your friends and people in your community. The 
space needs activators to engage in playing in-
struments and listening to music.
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Appendix A: Handout
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This handout presents a mini-tool-
kit that was given out to the pub-
lic during Bridge Warming. The 
6 steps outline the process of a 
community member to make their 
own rendition of Patio Jams.
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Appendix B: Example Permit

 

Public Music Space  
Permit  Application 

 

Contact Information 

Name:     _______________________________             Phone Number:      (____) - _____ - _________ 

Address: ________________________________           Phone Number #2: (____) - _____ - _________ 

               ________________________________           E-mail: _________________________________ 

 
 

Events Itinerary 

Date: __________________________________ 

   _________________________________d Time:              _____:_____  

Itinerary Description:     ____________________             Set-Up Time:   _____            Start Time:  

     _____:_____ 

   ______________________________________            En      _____:_____ 

______________________________________            Takedown Time:    _____:_____ 

Musical Instruments: ______________________             Electricity:                                            ☐ Yes ☐ No 

________________________________________           Are you bringing your own electricity? ☐ Yes ☐ No 

________________________________________ 

 
At my event I will: 

- Be respectful of noise 
- Keep access open to emergency vehicles 
- Clean up afterwards 
- Not sell 

☐ I agree with the above statement. 
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Appendix C: Event Schedule

Jams
Schedule
Patio

3:00pm

3:30pm

6:00pm

6:20pm

6:45pm

7:35pm

8:00pm

Start of Event - Patio is Open

Open Jam

Rebecca Hope (Singer)

Jaime Silverthorn & Angelica Pohveherskie 
(Slam Poets)

Kathleen Zaragosa (Singer)

Traffik (Rapper)

End of Event - Patio is Closed

Open Jam

7:15pm
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Appendix D: Media

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: Alyssa Quan 
Phone: 778-866-6415 
Email: alyssaq@sfu.ca 
 
Cambie Street Bridge Warming 
November  24th, students set out to reimagine  public  space, bringing  life  to the underside  of the Cambie 
Street Bridge. 
 
When it comes to outdoor life in Vancouver, we excel in the summer time, hosting street festivals, outdoor 
concerts, beach nights and block parties. However, we are still learning as a city how to activate public 
space in the winter, bringing people outdoors despite the weather being cold and grey. 
 
This is the challenge accepted by the most recent cohort of students in SFU’s Semester in Dialogue at 
CityStudio, as they explore the untapped potential and possibilities in Vancouver’s covered spaces. 
CityStudio Vancouver is an innovation hub bringing together students from SFU, UBC, BCIT, Langara, 
Emily Carr and NEC, as well as City of Vancouver staff, and community stakeholders. Together, they 
work to develop projects for a more joyful, liveable and sustainable city. On November 24th, discover for 
the first time the huge potential of building a series of engaging and joyful public spaces protected from 
the elements under the bridges of Vancouver. In collaboration with Viva Vancouver and experimental 
design studio HFour, CityStudio is proud to launch Bridge Warming, a free outdoor event. 
 
On Friday the 24th, from 3pm-8pm, the public is invited to connect, play and celebrate together under the 
bridge between 1st and 2nd Avenue with five innovative, student-lead projects inspired by Vancouver’s 
Healthy City Strategy - Four Year Action Plan. 

● Patio  Jams  - Join us for an interactive jam session at our pop up performance space! 
● Chalk Talks - Share your own thoughts and creativity with our participatory chalk walls. 
● Buddy Up - Visit our outdoor living room for sharing skills, books and stories. 
● Connect  Fort - Hang out in Vancouver's first large-scale public blanket fort. 
● City  Gone Wild - Explore our miniature gardenscape city and learn about the importance of 

native plants.  
At sundown, Hfour brings awe and wonder back to our oversaturated world. Be immersed in projections 
and lighting, alongside live music to end off the night. 
 
“We’re excited to get out of the classroom and into the real world,” says Hans Sy, one of the participating 
students. “We’re glad to have this opportunity to create something as part of the community, for the 
community.” 
 
“That’s the magic of CityStudio,” states Janet Moore, Co-Director and Co-Founder. “These students bring 
fresh ideas and optimism to civic engagement.” 
 
Come experience  the coziness of an outdoor winter common area. We invite you to get outside on a rainy 
dark day and add to the energy that we are seeding under the Cambie Street Bridge. 
 
We will  be  accepting  donations  on  site of blankets  and  warm clothing  items for the Union  Gospel  Mission. 
 
Please see the Bridge Warming Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/events/1769869969988286/ 
For more information on the CityStudio program visit: http://www.citystudiovancouver.com/  

i. Media Release
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MEDIA COVERAGE

Article feature on 
Daily Hive

“7 things to do in 
Vancouver today: 
Friday, November 24”
Daily Hive

“35 things to do in 
Vancouver this week: 
November 20 to 24”
Daily Hive

Appendix D: Media
ii. Daily Hive Coverage
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Article feature on 
CBC News

Event listing on  
Bored in Vancouver

Appendix D: Media Release
iii. CBC Coverage
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Event feature on 
Spacing Vancouver

Event feature on 
VancouverMom.ca

Appendix D: Media Release
iv. Spacing Vancouver Coverage/ Vancouver Mom Coverage
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Event feature on 
Price Tags blog

Event listing on 
Where Event

Appendix D: Media Release
v. Price Tag/ Where Event Coverage
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Event listing on 
Miss604

Event listing on 
MetroNews

Appendix D: Media Release
vi. Metro / Miss604 Coverage
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Appendix E: Performers

Rebecca Hope
Rebecca Hope is a country/folk 
singer, songwriter, and guitarist from 
Pembroke, Ontario. She is pursuing 
an educational degree in Vancouver 
and a music career. 

Kathleen Zaragosa
Kathleen Zaragosa is a musician residing in Van-
couver–she uses her diverse knowledge of ukulele, 
piano, and vocals to compose original songs.

Jaime Silverthorn                 Angelica Pohveherskie
Jaime Silverthorn and Angelica Pohveherskie are slam poets residing in Vancouver. They have been 
performing slam poetry for multiple years and have written a number of successful poems individually.

Traffik
Traffik is a rapper from Vancouver. 
He has created 2 original EPs and 2 
original albums. He enjoys perform-
ing around the city. 

Karlis Kalnins aka Count Snackula
Karlis is a founding member of Vancouver’s free-
style focus group. He raps under the alias Count 
Snacky. With a love for freestyling he has brought 
the art of freestyle rap to many people.
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Appendix F: References

References

Healthy City Strategy | City of Vancouver
http://vancouver.ca/people-programs/healthy-city-strategy.aspx

Street Beats Launch Event | Viva Vancouver
http://vancouverpublicspace.ca/events/street-beats-launch-event/

Benches Collective
http://www.bankjescollectief.nl/en/

Sofar | Sofar Sounds
https://www.sofarsounds.com/vancouver


